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ENGINEERING-ARCHITECTURE DAY TO BE HELD ON MAY 6
COLORFUL EVENTS TO
FEATUREJXPOSITION

CLEMSON AGAIN RECEIVES GRADE OF
EXCELLENT ONl SPRING INSPECTION

Evolution of Engineering and
Architecture to Be Depicted on Stage

'As Reward, Demerits Deducted from Each Cadet's
Discipline Record

The engineers and architects
hold the spotlight of the campus
and state on Friday, iMlay 6th with
the celebration of the first annual
Engineering-Architecture Day.
At 12:00 o'clock, in the college
chapel, Kendall Weisinger, Assistant to the President of the South-n Bell Telephone Company, will
deliver the opening address.
Mr
Weisiger is a prominent personality in engineering circles of the
south. He is intensely interested
in young men and their efforts to
increase their usefulness.
At 2:15 the visitors will have
an opportunity to review the parade of the cadets in full-dress
uniform.
This will likely he the
last full-dress parade of the year
as the freshmen and sophomores
leave after the completion of their
examinations this year.
Immediately after the parade the
entire engineering and architectural departments will be thrown
At 6:10 suipper will be served
the college mess hall at a nomi..cinued on page six)

BOARD OF VISITORS
TO MEETJHURSDAY
Riggs Hall, Clemson's Engineering Building

CIVIL ENGINEERS
COLORFUL PAGEANT
PRESENT EXHIBIT
ENDSJEEBRATION

Interesting Tests and Structu- Costumes, Music, and Scenery
ral Drawings to Be Shown
Show Evolution of Architecture and Engineering
The Civil Engineering Department is planning many interesting
The high light of the entire
features in connection with Engi- celehration of Engineering-Archineering-Architecture Day.
In ad- tecture Day at Clemson College,
j dition to an interesting display of May 6th, will be a pageant to be
' old and modern drafting and BUT- presented in the chapel of the
I veying instruments and of various Administration building at 8:00
' structural designs, the department p. m.
I will show the following models:
The pageant will be illustrative
a four leaf clover highway inter- of the origins and developments
! section, a steel highway bridge, of the sciences of engineering and
and a minature filter plant.
architecture as they rose from the
Tests will be run with the 01- prehistoric period and advanced
sen testing machine. These tests to modern times by successive
will demonstrate the strength of strides through nine of the outconcrete beams and show the ef- standing periods of recorded hisfect of the use of steel reinforce- tory.
Each of the nine periods
ment in them. There will also be to be represented will be introduca demonstration of manufacturing ed by the music that period conof cement brick with a portable tributed to the art, and the stage
brick machine.
will exhibit a scene typical of the
The Taylor-Colquitt Company of architecture each age produced.
Spartanburg is planning an exhibit Following immediately, a man and
of various specimens of creosoted woman dressed in the costume of
Lynn and Armstrong Prove
material and efforts are being the period will enter from opposite
State's Fastest Sprinters
made to secure a working model sides of the stage and demonstrate
of an automatic traffic signal light so much of the social costumes of
With Lynn and Armstrong set- from the Automatic Signal Cor- the period as may be done through
ting a fast pace in the sprints, the poration of New Haven.
Those
(Continued on page 6)
Tiger cinder artists came to life who crave tax reduction should
and snowed under Furman's Fur- see our four leaf clover highway
Breeze on Riggs Field, by a intersection and. the
automatic
e of 82 to 49. The Ti-gers won traffic light for street intersections.
i
en first places during the me- The use of these two projects
taking all there places in the would make a big hole in the out£ mile run and in the pole put for traffic cops' salaries.
va lit.
The Bengals started off on the
To Begin at 2:15 on Bowman
right track with Latimer winning
Field
the mile and Roberts the quarter.
This was followed by the feature
event of the day—Lynn and Alley
A full dress parade by the Corps
in the century. The finish of the
of Cadets will begin Engineeringrace found Lynn and Armstrong Annual Dance Will End This Architecture Day at Clemson, May
in their usual positions with Alley
6.
Week's Activities
coming third. The two-twenty finThe parade will begin at two
ished the same way, but Armstrong
fifteen and will be staged on BowThe annual dance sponsored, by
was disqualified for stepping out
man Field. This will probahly be
Phi Psi, honorary textile fraternity,
of his lane.
the last dress parade in which the
Warren, Furman's distance man, will be given next Saturday in the present senior class will participulled a strong finish to barely Parish House.
pate. For this reason, the seniors
The decorations will feature the
nose out Latham and Boulware in
can be counted on to try to make
the two mile.
Furman did some colors of the fraternity, with a it the best possible.
of its heaviest scoring in the hur- large coat of arms and insignia.
From all indications, Engineerdles, Dan Wood winning the highs The Clemson College Jungaleers
ing-Architecture Day is to be one
will
furnish
the
music,
as
has
been
and Fuzzy Wood winning the lows.
of the higgest events of the year.
the custom in the past.
(Continued on page six)
Each Phi Psi member will be An unusually large crowd is exallowe dtwo outside bids, and in- pected here for the celebration.
A Correction: In the article con- vitations have been sent to alumni The parade will be one of the
cerning social fraternities which ap- members, as well as neighboring high lights of the day's activities
peared in last week's issue of The chapters of Georgia Tech, and N. and will, no douht, be an added inTiger, the Fi Gamma Delta frater- C. State. An unusually god dance centive for many to come.
nity iwas unintentionally omitted is expected. Several small private
Parents of seniors are especially
from the list. There are four rec- dances such as the Phi Psi dance urged by the school authorities
ognized fraternities on the campus— have been put on recently and have to come, not only to see the paAlpha Chi PSi, Kappa Phi, Pi Gam- met with the hearty approval of rade, but to attend the many othma Delta and Sigma Phi.
er features on the day's program.
all who attended.—L. M. A.

CLEMSON CINDERMEN
DEFEATHURRICANE

Complete Inspection of College
and Grounds Will Be Made
The Clemson College Board of
Visitors, appointed by the Board of
Trustees to inspect the college, will
hold its annual meeting this week.
The inspection will (begin on Thursday, May 4, at 1:20 p. m. and will
last until the following afternoon.
The Board consists of a member
from each Congressional District of
the State and are appointed every
year with the exception of one member who is a hold-over from the
preceding year.
The 1931-1932
members are, in order as to Congressional Districts: Mr. Cleveland
Sanders, Ritter, (hold-over member) ; Mr. John C. Cope, Orangeburg; Mr. W. M. Barnwell, Abbeville; Mr. A. Foster McKissick,
Greenville; Mr. John T. Stevens,
Kershaw; Mr. M. G. Anderson, Conway; and Mr. Edwin G. Siebels, Columbia.
In honor of the board the cadets
will give a full dress parade at
11:30 A. M. This will be followed
immediately by chapel where the
members will address the Corps and
visitors.
All the various departments of
the college will be inspected by the
hoard, as this is the purpose of their
annual visit. Many people of the
state have no idea as to the extent
of Clemson College, and this information carried by these men to the
different parts of the state proves
of great value, inasmuch, as their
reports enlighten many misinformed
and uninformed residents.—A.S.T.

DRESS PARADE TO RE
HELDON MAY 6 ARCHITECTS FEATURE
DIMENSIONED MODELS

PHI PSI FRATERNITY
6IVESJDANGE MAY 7

Drawings Displayed with Models that Comparisons
May be Made
A series of models made by
the memhers of the sophomore
class from a recent design of a
Romanesque campanile will form
one of the most attractive displays
to appear as part of the general
exhibits on Engineering-Architecture Day.
Each model is made of cardboard painted to exactly reproduce
the color of the materials used in
actual construction and is placea
in a box, the interior of Which is
arranged to give the exact landscape appearance as that of the
completed structure as it would
appear when seen from the angle
at which the model is placed.
These models were made under
the direction of the faculty in an
effort to overcome the difficulty in
architectural design work executed on paper in two dimensions.
The model supplies the dimension
(Continued on page five)

In characteristic Clemson form
the corps of cadets has received a
rating of excellent in tne annual
spring inspection.
Major W. M.
iSpann arrived on tne campus on,
Tuesday, April 26, and. immediately began his inspection. Wednesday morning was given over to the
inspection and quizzing of the various theory classes, and at noon a
full dress parade was given in honor of Major Spann. In the afternoon the corps was again assembled
on Bowman Field for the general
inspection of the corps, and for inspection of the squad, platoon and
company drill.
This culminated
the inspection for that day, but
Thursday morning was again given
over to the quizzing fo the theory
classes.
The corps by its spendid cooperation has again kept the distinguished star for Clemson. A grade
of excellent, the highest to be
attained, was awarded in each of
the thiry-four theoretical and practical subjects, which thereby establishes a record that can never
be exceeded.
Because of the splendid cooperation and as a slight recompense
for duty well performed. Colonel
Munson has announced that fifteen
(15- demerits have been deducted
from the discipline record of each
cadet.—J. G. G.

NUMEROUS COMPANIES
EXHIBirACGESSORIES
Huge Array of Modern Building Equipment on Display
The
Architectural
Department
has arranged for showings of
some of the most modern building
materials
and
equipment.
The
trade displays will show only the
unusual and distinctive advances
In modern architectural accessories.
Professor S. W. Little who
collected the exhibitions, has arranged for a number of individual
displays from local manufacturers
and from other firms all over the
country.
Among the most interesting are
the ones from:
The Masonite Corp., Chicago 111.,
showing the new chemical finish
(in imitation of natural wood) of
their structural
insulation wall'
board.
The Highpoint Glass Co., Highpoint, N. C, showing examples of
the decorative glass and sketches
of completed work.
Richard Spiers of New York,
with a finished stained glass window with ornamental lead work.
Wood Mosaic Co., of Louisville,
Ky., with a collection of panels in
Gothic Oak.
The F. Schumaker Co., of New
York, showing a series of modern
(Continued on page six)
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EDITORIAL
ENGINEERING-ARCHITECTUE DAY
Engineering-Architecture Day, which is to be held at
Clemson the latter part of this week, is one of the greatest
forward steps which any department or departments has made
here in a very long time. The members of the faculty and
the students who made the event possible are to be ocngratulated on the interest which they showed and also for their
untiring efforts, so necessary to the success of an undertaking
of this magnitude. The courtesy extended by many nationally
known business houses in lending or giving exhibits to the
school has also been primarily instrumental in making the
day a success.
Undoubtedly, the magnitude of the event here at Clemson will by far surpass any similar exhibition which has been
held in the South as to yet. There will be exhibitions and
■demonstrations of the most important electrical, mechanical,
and architectural inventions and developments of the century
—merely observing the displays present will be an education
in itself. The "brain-children" of many of the greatest minds
of the world will be assembled for the benefit of the students
and the general public.
It is initiating events such as this that puts a school
on the map, and Clemson can well afford to sponsor more of
them. The other departments, where possible, would do well
to follow the example set by the enterprising engineers and
architects and come in for some of the limelight also. We
sincerely hope that Engineering-Architecture Day will become
an annual affair at Clemson, as definite and anticipated an
event as the commencement exercises at the finish of the
school year.
thousand can not participate in a
five-sport program.
It is about time the female gender start setting the males up in
this leap year. We haven's seen any
reciprocity as yet.

The Technician of N. C. State
advises the student body to contribute to the support of its own athletics rather than send money to
ithe Olympic Game sCommittee. We
have a case much the same here
with golf, tennis, and swimming, the
step-children in our athltic administration. A student body of over a

The coming final dances in the
South should he enough to please
the most fastidious of prom trotters.
If you are in doubt as to
what school dances to make—look
over this schedule: Wedde-lMeyer at
Alabama for the Cotillion Dances;
Herbie Kay and his crooner, Miss
Doris Rofolbins at Sewanee for the
Pan-Hellenic hops at Davidson; Ted
Weems at N. C. State, and WeddeMeyer at the Junior Dances at
Auburn; Guy Lomfoardo at Virginia; Bernie Cummins at Tennessee;
Ben Bernie at Vandy, Casa Loma
at Carolina, University of N. C.
and, Georgia Tech, and finally Paul
Dring at Clemson. It 'will be long
before such an array of melody
again invades the South.
It is really time some reformer
set about a movement to curtail
the excessive social activities at
Clemson. Such a galaxy of social
functions as we have had during
the ipast two or three weeks is
really too hard on the constitution.
It would be a safe bet, however,
that the continuation into next
year, the practice of having several
small dances during the month
would do much to alleviate the
problems ■which arise from the really large formal dances when they
roll around.
Ninety-five per cenv
o'f the trouble at dances at Clemson
in the past has been due to the
fact that many cadets have about
one night each month in which to
"howl".
You can build up just
so much pressure in a steam boiler—and then the rest goes—usually up. In the case of the last one,
"up" happened to be before the
authorities. It is a safe prophecy
to predict that the like will never
happen again—'but just the same—
a few small dances sponsored by
student organizations would be a
logical ounce of prevention.
There is a rumor that a man
was recently lynched for this pun;
"You may be the apple of your
mother's eye—but to me you are
not even a peeling".
(Either Col.
Munson, who delights in correcting
rumors, or Professor Brearly, who
has made a study of lynehings,
would, I believe, stand for justifiable homicide).

to ipass a comprehensive examination
they receive their diplomas.
A recent survey of various college
libraries shows that 59 per cent of
library
patronage
for
detective
stories comes from members O'f the
faculty.
A headline article in a collegiate
publication carries the following
sentiment,
"College
Girls Have
More Sense." Sorry lady, you do
not know the half of it.
In a recent edition of the Gamecock, representative students of the
University of South Carolina were
asked to give their reactions to
their favorite magazines.
Here's
one that is quite representative,
"I prefer Ballyhoo. It doesn't take
any intellect to read it."

A college bugle corps has been
The editor of the Gamecock has
formed at New Jersey State College
for Women, one purpose of which been under fire from the Carolina
will be to sound Taps every night. student body because he failed to
print the pictures of the new head*
How about Reveille?
of the literary societies, failed to
Hamlin University, oldest college give the May Queen proper recogNow, ain't that a
in Minnesota, no longer requires nition, etc.
students to have credits for gradua- shame, just think of the poor May
tion; instead, when they are able Queen. Nerts.

There is always one man who we
welcome
during the
depression
the man who gives away the cigarettes for advertising purposes. A
brief observation of the seething
and swarming crowd Monday was
enough to convince one that the
Anti-Tobaeco League has very fertile, in fact virgin, ground here
at Clemson.
Many of the boys
were going thru the line faster
than Bouleware can run to Seneca.
There was one man whom everyone mistook for the man with a
thousand
faces.
From smoked
glasses to the hunchback he haunted the line—striking while the iron
was hot. Needless to say the increased span of his girth was not
due to a potential case of indigestion.

ELECTRICAL DISPLAY
TO BE OUTSTANDING

MAY

4,

1932

ELIZABETH WHITE'S
ART WORKjEATURED
Sumter Artist to /Have Etchings and Water Colors
in Gallery
An interesting display of the
work of Miss Elizabeth White of
Sumter, S. C, will be a feature of
the Architectural Exhibition. Many
visitors will remember the hanging of oil (paintings on display
last
year
which
showed
Miss
White's technique in that medium
and this year her recent work in
etching and water colors Will give
a complete spectrum of her abilities.

♦•I

The coming exhibition will consist of subjects chosen for the
most part of the State, negro
characters,
moss
covered
oaks,
small buildings, details of a architecture, etc.
The people at Clemson who have
been interested in Miss White's
progress will have a splendid opportunity to see her latest advances in art.

ARCHITECTS DISPLAY
MINIATURE MANSION

1

'/

*■

Model of Calhoun Home Will
Be Interesting Feature

One of the most interesting feaTwenty-seven Exhibits Show
tures of the Architectural Display
the Many Uses of Electricity will be the recently completed model of the Calhoun Mansion, home
of
John C. Calhoun, now the local
Twenty-seven different exhibits
museum
of colonial relics.
of both practical and novel uses
of electricity will be shown visiThe model shows the main
tors next Friday at the display house, the private office building
prepared by electrical engineering of John C. Calhoun, the minor out
students in the electrical laboratory buildings, and the immediate landof Riggs Hall.
scape for a distance of 185 fee
Visitors will be greeted as they by 250 feet.
enter the laboratory by a "talking
Complete in every respect, an
skull", which will recognize people and address them publicly. accurate to its scale of one fourth
The photo-electric cell, some- inch equalling one foot, the mode!
times called the "Modern Alad- will graphically explain the estat,
din's Lamp," is the basis of several as it was while John C. Calhoui
of the most striking exhibits. Thru lived. The grape arbor, apple or
carriage
houses,
minor
the use of the "electric eye" a chard,
garden
and
ap
beam of light is used to transmit barns, flower
sound.
In another application of proaches are all indicated as wel
the cell, the noise sent up by strik- as the shrubs, 'boxwood hedges am'
ing a match is given off in a loud rows of cedars.
roar, similar to that of a cannon.
The model of the main hous'
A spectacular display will be
was executed by J. P. Wilson, ai
a Tesla coil which sends a bolt of
advanced
Architectural
student
electricity flashing across the poles
and is remarkable for its detai
of a machine at a potential of
in the representation of Architec
1,000,000 volts. Students will lead
ture in small scale. Built of ply
the 2 4 inch sparks, set up by this
wood, the walls are cut out foi
coil, around at will.
Many inwindows and doors.
The turnec
teresting and, spectacular stunts
columns show all the major mouldwill be performed during the evenings.
The windows are covered
ing with this coil.
In the museum of the depart- with cellophane to represent glass
ment vistitors will see many ob- and have the curtains painted on
solete pieces of electrical machin- them, giving the whole a very
ery, many O'f them valuable for realistic appearance.
their historical interest.
Among
The office building and minor
first telephone. This was secured out-buildings are the work of W.
from the Atlanta Office of the E. Durant and L. R. Hoyt and
Southern Bell Telephone Company, correspond in workmanship to the
and should prove of interest to main house.
visitors.
The landscape treatment was exA huge electric clock will foe
used to show the operation of the ecuted by Prof. S. W. Little with
synchronous clock.
The clock is the assistance of Prof. R. E. Lee
five feet in diameter and was con- in locating the elements which
structed by three of the electrical have disappeared. The foase is of
local clay, modelled to conform
engineering juniors.
with
the existing contours.
NatElectrical machinery, (including
motors, generators, rotary convert- ural tree forms were used as much
ers, transformers, alternators, and as possible and only where they
automatic swithching devices will would be consistent with the scale
be in operation on the day of the of the model.
exhibitions.
Many other exhibits
will be of interest to the visitors.
This is Clemson's first effort to
show its wares in the engineering
and architectural -fields. The students have worked diligently under the leadership of W. M.
Thames, Jr., in making the electrical exhibit one of the outstanding
of the complete exhibition.

The model will be displayed in
the center hall of the Architectural Department and is to remain a
part of the permanent exhibition
of the department.
The sympathy of the Corps is sincerely extended Cadet Glenn Neely
in the recent death of his father.
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CLEMSON GRADUATES
LOCATEOJT CAPITAL

Ladies and gents cleaned, dyed,
prest, and remodeled—Los Angeles
Examiner.

Jury awards $1200 i; "womas lor
killing husband.—'South bend News
Chapter
Times.

Washington Alumni
' Contains Many Prominent
Men

PAGE THREE

take root in half the time normally
required.
The apparatus is placed BS-'.Se?
the hotbeds where the seedirag* or
temperature is controlled by electricity.
iSome astonishing results
have been obtained by horticulturists, in one case it was found that
in replanting cuttings of double (petunias 95 to 98 of every hundred
take root when planted In electrically heated cutting benches. Previously when using the former methods an average of five out of
every hundred took root.
Geraniums in electrically heated
benches had a good rooting system
in 18 days, while by the old method many of, the "slips" rooted and
those that did take root require
about 30 days. Lettuce was found
to break ground in three days under the inffuence of the uniform
temperature produced by the new
heater.
In Northern Illinois the
growth of tomatoes under the influence of electric heat was quite
pronounced and uniform.
These
plants were larger and stronger
than those in an adjacent bed without controlled temperature.

"Love your enemies, for they tell
others your faults."
Dr. Daniels—The lady fed the
milk to the cat.
What Is the indirect object?
Freshman—The little kittens.

Let's smoke a

MAN'S
SMOKE!

One writer says that the Ideal
Uncover skeleton of Indian digmarriage is when a man (finds a
ging for new flag pole.—Geneva
beautiful girl and a good houseCompiling what information could be Daily Times.
wife. It sound like bigamy.
gathered the eight most prominent successful men in Washington are Edgar
Mama—You're getting too old to
A quiet wetting takes place at the
Morris, L. E. Boykin, H. E. Phillips,
cry.
'bride's home.—Minnesota paipftr.
WHEN the girls begin to cut corR. J. Cheatham, Willard Hart, Col. R.
Tommy—And I'm too young to
ners in our cars and do back
W. Collins, Ralph Stewart, and Jack S.
have
what
I'm
crying
for.
somersaults in our planes and- borrow
Blimp lands on roof to deliver litWilliams.
our cigarettes—
ter.—Saratosa paper.
Edgar Morris entered Clemson in
then
it's time to
Girl
(at
florist's)—Have
you
any
He'll come home.
(In six parts)
1906, but like so many of the alumni of
take to a pipe!
passion poppie?
—'Saturday Evening Post contents
Call it the last
that period failed to finish his course.
Old clerk—Gol' ding.
Just you
table.
1 . .1
stronghold of masLater, he studied law at George Washwait until I lay these roses down. culine defence—or
ington University. He organized the Edthe one pet diverI would like to ask for a little
gar Morris Sales Company, WashingShe—I'm telling you for the last sion our little
information concerning a birthday
ton. This is a very successful sales
friends keep their
time that you can't kiss me.
party I am to give. There will be
organization dealing principally in equipfingers off. Call it
He—Ah, I knew you'd weaken
six couples.
I would like to know
what you will—
ment such as heaters, gas ranges, etc.
eventually.
if it is proper for the hostess to
there's something
He recently took over the District of Co"Well, I've made my first slip," downright satisfytakes, the gentlemen's clothing on
lumbia and Virginia agency for Westsaid the flapper, as she held the ing, understanding, companionable
entering the house or to take them
inghouse refrigerators. He has a very
flimsy silk pink thing up before her about a friendly, mellow, MASCUto the bedroom so as to deposit
modern, efficient plant and an oganizaLINE pipe! It's a real man's smoke!,
mother.
their clothing where they wish.—
And a pipe's at
tion that could well serve as a model,
Newark News
its best when you
worthy to copy. He is past president
fill it up with Edgeof the Washington Kiwanis Club, a
worth. There's a
member of the board of directors of THOUGHTS WHILE STROLLING
rare, mellow flavor
the Washington Board of Trade, director
to the Edgeof the community chest, and a past
worth blend of
Boloney Mit Mustard, Please!
fine burleys that
president of the Washington Clemson
(From Anderson Independent)
simply can't be
chapter.
Clemson College is a pretty nice
touched. It's cut
L. E. Boykin is a director in the place after all.
Went up there
long—to give you
legal department of the Bureau of to a baseball game the other afterA pipe's a
a cool, slow-burnman's smoke
Roads, commanding one of the highest noon and had the opportunity of
ing smoke. And
you'll find it the favorite with smokers
salaries authorized under Civil Service looking over a number of the lads.
in 42 out of 54 colleges.
HE WENT through his freshman
Regulations. He has been very instru- While the baseball game was in
You can get Edgeworth wherever
year in a daze. Now he's a soph—
mental with the Bureau of Roads Leg- progress, track practice was going
good tobacconists sell smokes. But if
and still doesn't know what it's all
islation.
The nature of his work is on over on the other side of the
you've never tried it, we'd like the fun
about. Yet Smith isn't so much
such as requires that much of his time field.
of treating you to that first satisrf' 'ng
The tracksters were practiclazy—as sick.
be spent traveling from state to state. ing starts and every time the gun
pipeful. Just write toLaras&BiC ' ».,
That's the trouble with constipa105 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va.
Hugh E. Phillips should have grad- popped, the bleacherites gaped at
tion. It's so treacherous. You may
uated in 1906, but like his fellow towns- ihe track and let the baseball game
never know you have it. Yet it
The most popular ready-toman, Edgar Morris, decided to give the go hang.
eat cereals served in the
often causes headaches, Iistlessother boys a chance and terminated his
dining-rooms of American
Doctor Sikes has every type of
ness, sleeplessness, and a general
colleges, eating clubs and
residence at Clemson in 1904.
We boy imaginable at his institution,
"down" feeling.
SMOKING TOBACCO
fraternities are made by
have no information about his early from the toughest to the most sissiKellogg in Battle Creek.
Just
eat
two
tablespoonfuls
daily
They include Kellogg's Corn
Edgeworth is a blend of fine old burleys,
struggles with the cruel world, but for fied, the skinny guy and the fat
of a delicious cereal: Kellogg's
Flakes, PEP Bran Flakes,
with iis natural savor enhanced by Edgethe past ten years he has been very suc- boy, the merry faced fellow and the
Rice Krispies, Wheat
ALL-BRAN. See how much better
worth's distinctive
Krumbles
and
Kellogg's
cessful in real estate. He organized his long faced pessimist.
you feel after a week. Ask that it
and exclusive elevWHOLE WHEAT Biscuit.
be
served
at
your
favorite
eating
own company and undertook the colosAlso Kaffee Hag Coffee—real
Saw Joe Ballentine, local lad,
enth process. Buy
place.
coffee that lets you sleep.
sal development of the new market site stalking around and bent from the
Edgeworth anywhere in two forms
for the District of Columbia. Real es- hips as per his custom. There was
—EdgeworthReadytate developments of any kind have not George Speer, looking as serious as
Rubbed and Edgeproven any too successful during these ever, and sat by Reuben Siegel who
worth Plug Slice. All
recent years of Republican prosperity, was eating peanuts.
sizes, 155! pocket
but not so with Hugh Phillips. He has
On the mound for the Tigers was
package to $1.50
virtually built a market city, and the Burgess, a Belton boy, while over
pound humidor tin.
beauty of it is that he is selling his behind the Georgia bench Catfish
sites. His work monopolizes most of Smith, The Great, was doing his bit
his time, but he always finds time t in the bull pen as things began to
attend the regular meeting of the Clem- look rough for the Crackers. Over
son chapter in Washington..
on the track a lad named Lynn was
R. J. Cheatham is in charge of Cot- outstepping the rest of the dash ♦$M$M$M^$M$M$M^$M^
ton Usages section of the Department men in the 100, while Curley Hook,
of Agriculture. "Joe" is a past president who is a great buy with the fair
of the Washington Clemson Chapter sex, was leading the 220 outfit.
and it was largely through his efforts
AS tne sun was dropping behhid
that the S. C. Society was revived and the hills and about the time they
placed on a working basis boasting of would, be singing the Alma Mater
over 350 members.
towards the end of a football game,
The students as well as the alumni a lone cadet came dragging across
want to congratulate the above men- the football field behind the base>
tioned men for their success, and hone ball bleachers and set up an archthey continue to urge forward.—M. B. ery target.
He apparently did this
for the benefit of the spectators, but
woe to him!
For the game was
over and six o'clock chimed from
the clock in the tower of the Administration Building (that gong,
by the way, sounds exactly like tne
By
Anderson fire bell) and. everybody
JOE E. SHERMAN
checked out for Grub with a capital G.
Clemson ain't such a bad iplace.
Children accompanied by parents
We'd stack it up against any other
under ten years.—Handbill in Tenn.
A. & M. College in these United
States and honestly don't believe It
would fall down.
He returned to his duties Monday
A^fc jftk jftfc jjSfc A^A A^A A^A A^A <Wfc A^A A^fc A^A A^A A^A A^A A^A A^A A^A A^A A^A jftfc iftfc iftfc dftfc dWfc ^Wfc dftuftfc-iftuftfc
after serveral weeks absence d.ue
to his death.—Alyoona Times.
PLANTS NOW GROW ELECTRIC
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(They are taking a tent and cooking utensils and will vamp by the
side of the road.—Haverhill Herald.

The bride is to he resurfaced
with brick, laid herringbone style on
a hed of sand with concrete mixtures in the joints.—Washington
Evening Journal.

Plants and flowers need no longer grow normally from seedlings
or cuttings but may be made to
sprout electrically.
A new device
perfected by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
and exhibited for the first time at
the Flower iShow in the Cleveland
Auditorium controls the heat for
hotbeds in such manner that plants
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"MOTHER'S DAY"
Mother's Day Candies
Now on Display
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ARCHITECTS RECEIVE
NATIONALRECOGNITION
Raymond Hood, Renowned Architect Expresses Interest
The work of the Junior class in
Architecture in the solutions of the
designs for the Thumib Stations is
recei\
ational recognition. The
article snowing these designs first
appeared, in the Greenville News,
afterwards in the other leading papers of this and, neighboring states
and has recently appeared in a
leading Chicago newspaper.
Professor Lee, ,head of the Department of Architecture, has rejeivej '. note from Raymond Hood
ftxpres ig ihs interest in the work
the ■!■
iors have done in the design
these stations.
As every
one
interested
in
architecture
knows, Raymond Hood is one of
the outstanding architects of the
United States; in fact, he is internationally known as an authority
on architecture and is considered
one of the leaders, of the Modern
Thought in Architecture. His writings on this subject have appeared
in architectural press and a writeup of his. life and works appeared
in a recent number of the American
Magazine. His designs for the Chicago Tribune building, American
Radiator building, Radio Center of
American buildings, and others, have
placed him in the front rank of
Architecture for all time.
He is
one of the architects for the coming
World Exposition in Chicago, and
the pvchitectural world is looking
to jii"- for a solution of the modern
movei at
in architecture from
which a new architecture will
evolvt
It is a distinct compliment to
Clemson's work in architecture to
have Mr. Hood stop in his busy life
to express his interest in the work
of the junior class in architecture
at Clemson.

in finishing fabrics. Much of thu
better grade 'broadcloth and shirt
materials are being sanforized before toeing made into shirts to
avoid any shrinkage when the shirts
are laundered. Mr. Arrington had
! number of very interesting cotton
fabrics, shirt goods, denims and coton suitings which had been given
;his treatment. These cotton fabrics for suitings, which had been
nforlzed, are guaranteed not to
shrink during the laundering ana
washing processes.
Mr. Arrington
thinks that within a reasonable
time most of the cotton fahrics
will he sanforized.
If anyone is
interested in seeing these samples
of cotton fabrics which have been
sanforized, they may do so by callng at the Textile Department.

TEXTILE NEWS

search to foster the solution of
those
problems
which
involve
changes in the design or operation of mill equipment. This committee was formerly headed by Mr.
Walter C. Taylor, secretary of the
Southern Textile Association.
Mr. G. E. Park, illuminating engineer of the General Electric Co.,
Charlotte, N. C, and, Mr. Paul
tysinger, specialist in lighting of
the Southern Public Utlities Co.,
Spartanhurg, S. C, gave three very
interesting and instructive talks
and demonstrations for lighting.
The first discussion had to do with
"Characteristics
of
incandescent
lamps;" the second with "Fundamentals of illunmiantion"; and the
third with "Lighting for decorative
purposes, for heautification and
health, using the ultra-violet ray."

Green—Gee, what'is (happened, to
Mr. Warren E. Emley, chairman you, Wilburn?
of the Research Committee, U. S.
Wilburn—(My girl threw me down
Institute for Textile Research, has a flower.
appointed Mr. H. H. Willis, direcGreen—But surely that couldn't
tor of the Textile Department of have made such a wreck of you.
Clemson College, as chairman of
Wilburn—Oh, yes, it could. She
the Sub-committee on Mill Re- forgot to detach the window-Jbox.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR TAPS BALL
April 15, 1932
Expenditures:
Orchestra

$150.00

L. C. Martin Drug Co.—paper, etc.

33.00

Chambers Printing Co.—invitations, etc.

20.90

Clinkscales & Crowther—use of truck

18.9b

Seybt—confetti, etc.

15.00

Kress—baloons

15.00

Hearn—drawings

15.00

Miscellaneous

5,50

Telegrams

3.38

Postage

1.70

Watson—lumber, paint, etc.

1.32

Marshall—lumber

0.60

Total Expenditures

$280.30

Total Receipts

$726.00

Total deposited to credit of TAPS
$445.70
O. H. GREEN, Bus. Mgr. Taps '32.

of "Harvest Moon" fame.
Now a regular Chesterfield
Radio feature

HON. A. F, LEVER DONOR
OF HISTORICAL GIFT
Valuable Pen Presented Thru
President Sikes
The presentation to Clemson College through its President, Dr.
E. W. Sikes, of one of the two pens
with which on May 8, 1914, Woodrow Wilson signed the Smith-Lever
bill creating the service of County
Agent
and Home Demonstration
Agent
ame as an unexpected climax (
:he regular meeting of the
facull
Wednesday.
The donor,
Hon. A. F. Lever, Ex-Congressman
from South Carolina, tendered the
pen and an accompanying letter
from Wlson's Secretary to the college at '** end of an unusually
forceful address, in which he outlined from his researches and personal experience the History of Agricultural Legislation in the United
States.
The pen with which President
Wilson wrote "Woodrow" was given
to Senator Hoke Smith of Georgia,
who later presented it to the University of Georgia. The pen with
which he wrote "Wilson", presented
the college by Mr. Lever, still bears
traces of the ink used. Mr. Lever
le a life member of the Board of
Trustees of Clemson College.

Every Wednesday and Saturday
night at 10 o'clock E.D.T. Columbia
Coast-to-Coast Network

MR. ARRINGTON TALKS
TO TEXTILE SCHOOL
Mr. R. W. Arrington, vice president of the Union Bleachery, Greenville,
on Tuesday morning
gave a
instructive talk to the
Clemson textile students on sanforizing. This is a process whereyy the fabric Is pre-shrunk. This
Is *> " mparatively recent invention

The Cigarette that's MILDER
—that TASTES BETTER
© 1932,
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CLEMSON IN STATE TRACK MEET
Friday morning the Clemson track team leaves for the
Delhi of South Carolina at Clinton to take part in the two-day
jousts of the annual state track meet.
The Bengals are all primed and curried to regain the
sovereignity of the cinders that has so long belonged to other
royal denizens of the jungle. Notwithstanding, we fully
realize the imprudence of such delicate, uncertain manipulations as peering into the folds of the future, we will wager
a two-bit stop watch that with such an array of performers
as Lynn, Armstrong, Hill, Curry, Hogarth, Studemire, Wilson,
Harvin, and Webb on the field, the bacon is already halfway
in the frying pan.
TIGEiRlS STRONG IN DASHES
iClemson's forte is the dash
events. "'Mountain Goat" Lynn last
Saturday removed the last vestige
of doubt concerning the best inan
in the state in the 100 and 220
yard dashes by easily outstepping
Lyles Alley, Furman's speediest
man and reputedly one of the best
in the state.
In fact both Lynn
-and Armstrong of Clemson finished
ahead of Alley in .both races, but
Armstrong was disqualified in the
220.
This sequence would seem to leave
the Tigers no competition for first
and second iplaces in the dashes,
but there's such a thing—so we've
been told—as "counting the chickens 'before they hatch".
There's
many a slip ibetween the run and
the tape.
In the broad jump, Dennis Hill
has taken first place against all
comers in the state, and in all
probability will clear the pit for
another five points in the finals
Saturday.
Wilson is also undefeated by
a state opponent in the javelin
throw.
In the meet with P. C.
he surpassed the present state
mark of 177 feet 9.75 inches by
exactly 6 inches.
LYNN A(ND ARMSTRONG BEST
The
momentous
question
of
-Who's IT in the 100?" was quite
definitely settled on Riggs Field
last Saturday in a mater of exactly ten seconds, and in an April
shower to boot.
For weeks track fans of the Palmetto state have been waiting impatiently for the test which would
conclusively answer their query.
Of course, they had heard of Clemson's "Mountain Goat" and of Furman's Alley breeze, hut that seemed to he the limit of their speculations.
To all outward appearances they had never head of one,
Junior Armstrong, who also run
the 100 for Clemson.
So imagine the surprise when
ten seconds after the gun fired,
not only did "Mountain Goat" Lynn
crack the tape without a struggle,
hut Armstrong, the unknown, also
hreezed in just so many feet ahead
of Furman's Big Breeze, and just
a few inches (behind Lynn. In the
220 the order was no different, except that Lynn this time finished
several yards in the lead with
Armstrong still slightly in advance
of Alley.
However, Furman protested that Armstrong had stepped out of his lane and as a result
disqualified him, moving Alley up
into second place.
Thus it turned out that the Tigers haven't just THE best dash
man in the state, but the best
TWO.
Eat At
THE PRINCESS CAFE
Charcoal Broiled Steak
GREENVILLE. S. C.
Clemson Men Always Welcome

During the first 3 weeks of the
International Disarmmament conference at Geneva, the speeches
given totaled 236,00 0 words. All
of which goes to prove—.
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TIGER GOLFERS LOSE
MATCH TO GAMECOCKS
Moss Leads with Low Score of
Eighty-two
The Clemson College golf team
was defeated in a return match
with the linksmen from the University of South Carolina at the
Capital City toy a score of 15 to 3.
Charlie Moss, Tiger captain war;
medalist with a score of 41-41:82.
DeVaughn, Carolina; Hajex, Carolina; Chapman, Clemson; Rhett,
Carolina; Hart, Carolina; Dashiell,
Clemson; and Johnstone, Clemson,
were next to Moss in scoring in
order named.
In the first foursome, DeVaughn
and Majex won three points from
Moss and Chapman, Devaughn won
one point from Moss, and Chapman
took a points from Hajex.
The Gamecocks made a clean
sweep of the second foursome to
cinch the match. The Tiger golfers defeated Carolina in the match
played here at Clemson.

Studio in Architectural Department
chitectural design, and it is heARCHITECTS FEATURE
DIMENSIONED MODELS coming necessary for practicing architects to submit a model as well
as a rendered study of the building
(Continued from page one)
in depth so lacking in ordinary the owner proposes to erect.
In this exhibit, both drawings
design, and it makes for a more
complete study of mass and pro- and models will be exhibited toportion that cannot ordinarily be gether, and the combination should
determined to finality in two-di- more forcibly impress the visitor
mensional drawings. The truth of of the practical quality of the thethis fact is bourne out in the in- oretical prohlems in general discreasing use of models in all ar- play throughout the department.

DO YOU IN HAL

Why is this
vital question so much
avoided by other cigarettes?
EVER since Lucky Strike created
that special process for purifying fine tobacco and told the full
facts about cigarette smoking—
the industry has been in an uproar.
For Lucky Strike has dared to
mention things that were considered "taboo" in the cigarette
trade.
You may have noticed a striking
avoidance generally of the word
"inhale" in cigarette advertising.
Why? Goodness only knows!
For everybody inhales—knowingly
or unknowingly! Every smoker
breathes in some part of the smoke
he or she draws out of a cigarette.

That's why it's all-important to be
certain that your cigarette smoke
is pure and clean—to be sure you
don't inhale certain impurities.
Do you inhale? Lucky Strike has
dared to raise this vital question
—for it gives you the protection
you want . . . because certain impurities concealed in even the
finest, mildest tobacco leaves
are removed by Luckies' famous
purifying process. Luckies created
that process. Only Luckies have it!
«*
it

It's toasted

Your Throat Protection
against irritation —against cough

0. K. AMERICA
TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modem minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and famous
Lucky Strike news features, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.
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TIGERS SPLIT EVEN
WITHGAMECOCKS

NUMEROUS COMPANIES
EXHIBIT ACCESSORIES
(Continued from page one)
fabric reproductions of antique designs.
The Celanese Corp, showing modern acetate yarn fabrics as adaptable for interior decorations.
The Celotex Company of Chicago, 111., has sent a carved Celotex panel in relief and color, showing the extreme possibilities in
adapting Acousti-Celotex to any
type of elaborate interior.
The Atlantic Terra Cotto Co.,
Atlanta, with examples of polychrome terra-cotta.
The A. H. Jacobs Co., with a
showing of distinctive wall-papers
of Eearly American design.
The Manufacturers Sales Co.,
of Greenville, S. C, showing hand
wrough iron accessories for small
houses.
The John Wise Co., of New York
with a display of artificial marble,
ecagliola, and travertine.
The John Whitwell Co., of Philadelphia, showing fine wall papers.
Flexwood Company, of Chicago,
showing the newest developments
in veneer panelling for the interiors in lacewood, walnut, pine, mahogany, acacia, prima vera, and
oak.
There will be other displays pertinent of construction and the
technical side of architecture, but
all displays have been deisgned to
appeal to the layman as well as
to the technical visitor.
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COLORFUL EVENTS TO
FEATURE EXPOSITION

(Continued from page one)
jpen as one large exhibition, with
student displays holding the limelight of public attention,
Win First of Double Bill 13
nal expense.
This will give the
to 9; Drop Second 5 to 2
visitors an opportunity to see the
students in action again.
The Clemson Tigers split even
Between 6:30 and 8:00 o'clock
in a double bill with the Carolina
there will be an educational picGamecocks here last Thursday. The
ture shown in the college Y. M. C.
Tigers took the first 13 to 9 and
A.
The picture will be on some
lost the second 5 to 2.
phase of engineering and architecFirst Game
ture.
Burgess started for Clemson and
Eight o'clock will find the archiWolf for Carolina.
Burgess retects and engineers showing the
ceived little support from his teamdevelopment of their arts.
The
mates in the first six innings and
pageant has required quite a bit
was on the smal lend of a 9 to 2
of the students' time, money and
count at that point of the game.
energy.
This should prove the
Machines Used in Mechanical Laboratory
In the last of the sixth the floodhighlight of the day's activities.
gate was opened and fourteen TiPeople of South Carolina are forgers came to bat.
They scored
tunate in being able to see a paCLEMSON CINDERMEN
nine runs on hits and errors with
geant of this nature, as it is an
DEFEAT HURRICANE:
a few passes thrown in to force
entertainment seldom heard of in
(Continued from page one)
Wolf to give way to Ouzts.
the south.
The Tiger relay team easily won
With this two run lead, Burgess
Immediately after the pageant
the mile relay.
pitched shut-out ball the rest of
the exhibits will again be thrown
The Cubs followed the example
the game, and the Tigers scored
open for the benefit of the visitors Bell Telephone Company Dem- of the varsity and took the visiting
two runs in the seventh to make
who could not attend in the afteronstrates Operation of
freshmen to ride by the score of
sure the game was on ice.
noon.
79 2-3 to 37 1-3. E. D. Robinson
Teletypewriter
'Kearse was the batitng star of
of Clemson led the scorers with
this game when his bat accounted
COLORFUL PAGEANT
One of the most complete ex- thirteen points. Pipscomb, Dillard,
for four of Clemson's thirteen runs.
ENDS CELEBRATION
hibits of the electrical department, Stevens, Suggs, and Spearman all
(Continued from page one;
will be that of the telephone sys- did better than five points for th?
Second Game
the medium of pantomime.
As
J. R. Robinson and Fisher
tem. Through the aid of the of- rats.
Ivey (Rivers faced Ouzts in the
the
costumed
characters
retire
ficials of the Southern Bell Tele- led the Little Wind.
night cap and was defeated 5 to 2.
from the stage, a screen will be
phone Company 2 teletypewriters.
Rivers was wild and allowed 3
drawn, and, by means of short
Have the courage to do without
a miniature automatic and manual
runs in the first inning.
Ouzts
talks illustrated by lantern slides,
telephone plant, and many various that which you do not need, howwas in rare form and allowed only
the story will be given what the
sizes and guages of cables will be ever much you may admire it.
four safeties in the seven innings.
age contributed to the science of
—King Stanilas.
shown.
Billy Laval sent Wolf back to
engineering.
The teletypewriters will be p1 bile
can
be
seen
and
understood.
start the second game, but he was
The painting of the architectural
ed in opposite corners of the lab- If the work you do at your little
relieved by Ouzts after he had The remainder of this equipment scenes has been done by the memjob
is made up of steam engines, wind bers of the junior class of the de- •atory, that messages <"'"«i a\ the
walked the first batter.
Is
always
the best you can,
door
will
be
received
on
the
opCorrell with five hits in the two mills, and oil and gasoline engines. partment of architecture, W. A.
posite side of the room through Whenever it grows to a bigger job
Some
of
the
problems
that
arise
games was batting star while DeBowles of Columbia being the stu- he mechanism of this newly perIt will find you a bigger man.
Vaughn carried off the fielding in the control and transmission of dent in charge of the work under
—The Whiting Limited.
fected
machine.
The
operation
is
power will be demonstrated by var- th instruction and criticism of
honors for the day.
ious pieces of apparatus. Also the Prof. R. L. Anderson. These scenes somewhat mysterious as a message
Mr. F. B Pollard, graduate of the
numerous safety devices peculiar to are painted in water color on can- is automatically typed on the reTextile Department, Clemson Colceiving
end
of
the
line.
These
maeach type of engine will be Shown. vas, and each presents a striking
lege, S. C, class of 1931, has reThe stunts that have been pre- appearance in its boldness of color chines are growing in popularity
cently become conencted with the
pared will asjaze the spectators. and truthfulness to the buildings with business concerns for their efGossett Mills, Anderson, S. C.
ficient
and
effective
operation.
A mechanical duck serenely sailing
represented.
Visitors who have not seen the
about in his own little pond will
Costumes to be used in each of inside of an automatic telephone
Houdini Put to Shame by Ma- answer all of your troublesome
the nine scenes have been selected
questions and, in general do any- from the stocks of a commercial plant will be interested in the min- will also be shown and explained.
gic of Mechanical EngiCalls can be set This is the only miniature autothing you ask it without the aid costumer and are historically cor- iature display.
neers
of human hands. At the same time rect for the periods they represent. up and the switches operated to matic and manual telephone plant
show the cycle the call goes thru in the South; therefore, the stuFor the initial Engineering-Ar- 1 e will be of great educational val- These will be worn by girls from
before a connection is made. The dents feel it quite an honor to be
chitectural
Day the Mechanical ue because he will embody all the the campus and cadets from the
operation of the manual telephone able to display this equipment.
Engineers have arranged twenty- fundamentals of mechanics in his departments of engineering and
operations.
Water
that
boils
when
six displays of mechanical equiparchitecture. Some of the periods, |B(g][gl|g|EPWKIIpKi^
ment and twenty-two interesting ice is put into it and tin cans that will have the added feature of a
HOKE SLOAN, An Old Clemson Man
stunts. All kinds of equipment for suddenly, for no apparent reason dance.
Miss Louise Lee of CharHoke Sloan fits "Fat" Newsom without an tlteration
the harnessing of the forces of na- fold up and become mere scraps of lotte, N. C, and Cadet W. A. B
tin
will
hold
the
attention
of
many
ture will be demonstrated.
Two
Bowles will give the Spanish TanJUNIORS, see me about your camp clothes.
The
water wheels, one an overshot and for some time.
go as part of the characterization B
weather gets hot at Anniston. I have clothes
Ball
bearings
play
an
important
the other an undershot type will
of the Spanish period.
to keep you cool.
show how water ipower is changed role in the modern industry and
The story of the development
SENIORS, You are about to graduate. How about
into mechanical power. A hydrau- they can be faulty although per- of engineering in each of the per- B
B
lic ra'm will deomnstrate the way fectly round. A working model of iods will be given by Prof. C. P.
' selling you a new suit to get started on?
B
B
water is pumped where there is the apparatus that is used will be Philpot of the department of enUNDERCLASSMEN,
I
can
fix
you
up
in
a
suit
that
B
very little drop in the stream bed in continuous operation during the gineering.
These will be brief,
will enable you to hold your own with the
Both good and bad non-technical, and will tell the
and where only a small amount afternoon.
girls this summer.
g
of water is desired. A 1910 model bearings will be run through the story of the origin and progress
a
car and chassis and motor of 1932 testing machine.
of engineering from the earliest
The power of a vacuum and the times in each of the lines about
model car will show how rapidly
the internal combustion engine has unusual effects that it can produce which the field of engineering cenAinotheir ters.
been improved within the last few will be demonstrated.
These talks will be illusBOYS, order your flowers for Winthrop Junioryears. The 193 2 model engine is exhibit will show the part that trated by a series of lantern slides
Senior from KIMBALL'S FLOWER HOUSE.
cut away so that all of the mys- 'mechanical engineering plays in that are being prepared under Proteries of the present day automo- the rotation of the earth.
Rock Hill, S. C. We will take good care of
fessor Philpot's supervision.
There is no record that a pagyour orders and deliver them to Winthrop.
eant of this type and scale has
Shoulder Boquets
yet ibeen produced in the South,
Orchids and Valley Lillies
$6.00
and the committee in charge exRoses and Valley Lillies
$3.50—$5.00
pects that its appearance in this
state will attract considerable atRoses
$1-50, $2.50, $3.00
tention.
Cadet H. B. Wilson of
Sweet Peas
$1.50, $2.50, $3.50
Newberry is in general charge of
Sweet Peas and Valleyt Lillies
$2.50, $3.50, $5.00
the production and is working in
PILL in coupon and place your order with Fletcher
Mon.iunction with the committee
Talley in Room 607. The Coupon is good for 25c
representatives of the three engineering departments of whom W.
on any bouquet.
M. Thames, Jr., of Jacksonville,
Florida, is chairman.

MINIATURE TELEPHONE
SYSTEMSON DISPLAY
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TO BE DEMONSTRATED
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Electrical Laboratory Switchboard

Results from a recent examination
at Ohio University disclosed the
following meaty bits of knowledge:
A grass widow is the wife of
a deceased vegetarian.
A man who marries twice commits bigotry.
In Christianity, a man may have
only one wife. This is called monotony.
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25c VALUE

BOQUET COUPON

25c VALUE
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Dormitory, WINTHROP.
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